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Abstract—We have witnessed the discovery of many techniques
for network representation learning in recent years, ranging
from encoding the context in random walks to embedding the
lower order connections, to finding latent space representations
with auto-encoders. However, existing techniques are looking
mostly into the local structures in a network, while higher-
level properties such as global community structures are often
neglected. We propose a novel network representations learning
model framework called RUM (network Representation learning
throUgh Multi-level structural information preservation). In
RUM, we incorporate three essential aspects of a node that
capture a network’s characteristics in multiple levels: a node’s
affiliated local triads, its neighborhood relationships, and its
global community affiliations. Therefore the framework explicitly
and comprehensively preserves the structural information of a
network, extending the encoding process both to the local end of
the structural information spectrum and to the global end. The
framework is also flexible enough to take various community
discovery algorithms as its preprocessor. Empirical results show
that the representations learned by RUM have demonstrated
substantial performance advantages in real-life tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Through time and social progress, networks become ubiq-
uitous in our daily life, representing one of the most important
form of data nowadays. A member of the modern society deals
with various kinds of networks on a daily basis, e.g. colleague
networks, family networks, even mobile phone networks. Not
only humans, but every group of entities that develop links
between one another can be considered a network.
Network research has therefore played a vital role in many
real-life applications. For example, two Facebook users that
share many followers and followees as well as group mem-
berships tend to have similar interests. Such property shows
great potential on applications such as advertising, friend
recommendation, influence and event propagation analysis etc.
Many of these applications rely on the effective representation
of each node, that is, a distinctive feature form that captures
the structural and semantic information of networks. A com-
mon form of network representation is to use a distributed
and dense vector to represent each node, and the process
of generating such vectors is called network representation
learning or network embedding. It is widely proved effective
 Jiajun Liu is the primary contact author.
in node classification, clustering, link prediction, visualization
and other applications.
Researcher have developed a series of methods that demon-
strate competitive performances. DeepWalk [23] uses random
walks and the Skip-gram model promoted by Word2Vec [20]
to learn the embeddings. Some researchers proved that random
walk-baed embedding generation is equivalent to with matrix
factorization [13]. The essence of network embedding is to
determine what kind of network proximities is effective for
the preservation of structural and semantic information of a
network. In light of discovering meaningful proximities, [29]
defines the first-order and second-order proximities, focusing
on capturing local information of a network. While some
higher-order proximity such as neighborhood proximity [10]
is proposed, communities as a form of global structural infor-
mation, is often overlooked. ComEmbed [43] first introduced
the community structure to network embedding and achieve
community embedding. Then Community-enhanced Network
Representation Learning (CNRL) [33] model and Community
Preserving Network Embedding (CPNE) [36] model are pre-
sented to incorporate the community structure and node local
proximity when embedding the network. However, we argue
that most of the existing work either focuses on the local end
in the network information spectrum, or emphasizes on the
global end mostly, and most of them does not distinguish
the tightness of communities. A embedding method that is
able to comprehensively integrate multiple levels of structural
information is of urgent need.
An analogy to this perspective is that a person’s engage-
ment with the society exists in multiple levels, ranging from
close friend circles, alumni networks, employer organization,
unions, to something of larger-scale such as residing cities and
even nations. A person can be affiliated to many organizations
in the same level at the same time. Encouraged by this intu-
ition, we design a network embedding model framework that
preserves community structures at multiple scales covering the
entire structural information spectrum.
To distinguish the levels of community structures and ex-
tract information from them accordingly, we define two novel
proximities, the triadic proximity and the global community
proximity. The two proximities measure a node’s very close
encounters with others and its position in the entire network
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2perspectively. The triadic proximity measures the proximity
of small and dense community structure and assumes that the
nodes in a dense community are more likely to be closely
related. The global community structure provides effective
and rich information on the network level. As a supplement,
the neighborhood proximity grasps the lower-to-middle-level
information. Rather than finding community and embed the
network simultaneously like other methods, we devise a flex-
ible framework that can use community structures discovered
by any community detection algorithms, and then carry on
network embedding, obtaining more discriminative network
representations.
A conceptual visualization of the discussed multi-level
structural information is presented in Figure 1. A node in
a network often resides in structures of different scales,
and together these structures reflect the node’s position in a
network from different perspectives. A triad means a triplet of
nodes in which all members are interconnected, mimicking the
smallest multi-party close social relationship defined by Georg
Simmel [12]. An individual often needs to make an effort to
cope with more complex social relationships as a member of
many larger groups (such as workplace circles), and therefore
must hold tight on their affiliated smaller groups (family
and close friends). On the other hand, global communities
are larger groups that exhibit relatively loose connections
among members. Finally, neighborhood proximity captures
generalized direct and indirect connections through one or
more direct links. Though neighborhood proximity may reflect
triadic and larger communities to a certain degree, its ability
to do so is substantially constrained by sampling strategy and
computational costs. We argue that the explicit integration
of these three aspects leads to a more comprehensive and
effective way to preserve structural information at multiple
levels.
Our contribution is threefold:
• We propose two novel kinds of proximity measurements
among network nodes, namely the triadic proximity and
the global community proximity, extending the network
embedding techniques to both the fine-grained level and
the omniscient end for the entire network.
• We pioneer the integration of structural information at
three levels in a network for representation learning
in the proposed model framework. We exploit triadic
community, global community and neighborhoods simul-
taneously, and devise a network embedding framework
that preserves network structures effectively. We call
the framework RUM (network Representation learning
throUgh Multi-level structural information preservation).
• We conduct extensive experiments and thoroughly evalu-
ate the proposed framework, and demonstrate its advan-
tages over existing methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we
present preliminary definitions and concepts in Section II, and
then elaborate on the technical details of RUM in Section III.
Then we conduct extensive experiments and analyze empirical
results in Section IV, followed by a comprehensive survey of
existing literature in Section V. Finally we conclude our work
and discuss future developments of the proposed method in
Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the concepts, definitions and
symbols used throughout the paper and introduce the problem
we study in the paper. First we introduce the definition of
information network:
Definition 1 (Information Network): An information net-
work is composed of a set of nodes, and a set of edges between
pairs of nodes. We use G(V, E) to denote a network, where
V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} is the set of all nodes and n is the number
of nodes in a network. An edge eij = (vi, vj) is used to denote
a connection between nodes vi and vj , and E = {eij} is the
set of all edges in a network G.
In this paper, we mainly focus on undirected networks, but
we see no difficulties in the application of RUM to directed
networks too.
A network is often represented by an adjacency matrix A,
where each entry Aij indicates if an edge between the ith
and the jth nodes exists. A node vi in the network could be
hence represented as an adjacency vector Ai. Adjacency in-
formation captures the most essential yet shallow information
of a network, and it shows numerous limitations naturally:
adjacency matrix does not explicitly show any information
besides direct connections, and the lack of higher-order or
higher-level information in adjacency matrix implies that this
feature form is not descriptive enough; similar to some one-
hot feature representations, an adjacency matrix’s dimensions
are determined by the number of nodes, and is often sparse,
resulting severe space deficiencies. Motivated by the need
of more compact and informative feature representations for
networks, embedding methods are studied in recent years. For
example, Word2Vec learns the embedding vectors of words
and obtains the distributed representations so that similar
words have similar representations. Network embedding is
defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Network Embedding): Network embedding
is the process of learning dense and relatively low-dimensional
distributed continuous vectors for each node in a network
to capture distinctive and descriptive hidden features of the
nodes. In other words, network embedding learning aims to
learn a function f which transforms each node to a point in a
d-dimensional (d << n) latent feature space where “similar”
nodes have close distances.
Definition 3 (Network Proximity): Network proximity the
measurement of the similarity between two nodes. Nodes with
a shared edge or with many shared neighbors are considered
more similar in a network. These cases are defined as first-
order proximity and second-order proximity respectively.
The design and preservation of proximity in the embedding
process is vital. A majority of the literature seeks to preserve
one or both proximities effectively. For example, DeepWalk
[23] uses random walks to generate sample sequences and
considers nodes in the same window in a walk are similar to
each other. LINE [29] chooses to minimize the KL-divergence
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Fig. 1. Conceptual visualization of multi-level structural information preservation via triadic proximity, global community proximity and neighborhood
proximity.
of the empirical probability and embedding probability based
on first-order and second-order proximity. Effectively these
methods capture only the local proximity and neglects higher-
order or even global proximity, which is also significant
information for nodes. To overcome this weakness, we propose
the concept of Global Community Proximity to preserve
structural information in a global level. Moreover, to reflect
the tight local structures more effectively, we introduce Tri-
adic Proximity. And the generally used local co-occurrence
relationships is defined as Neighborhood proximity in our
work. Together, the three proximities form a full spectrum of
structural information that we see to preserve in the represen-
tation learning process.
First we propose Triadic Proximity. Intuitively, similar
entities have a greater probability to consociate with the same
community, hence nodes share many communities are more
similar. However, not all communities reflect the same level
of closeness. For example, a clique is the densest structure in
a network, which means that every node in the community
has an edge with every other node in this community. Then
for a k-clique which has k nodes, an equivalent definition is
that every node connects to every other node with k-1 triads,
where a triad is defined as a clique with three inter-connected
nodes. As the minimum form of a clique, triads constitute a
key element to greater cliques. It is natural to consider the
number of triads an important measurement for how tight a
community is. For example, if there is a community with k
nodes, there are at most unique k(k−1)(k−2)6 triads. Naturally
the fraction of the actual number of triads to the theoretically
upper-bound can be used as a metric of the tightness of the
community. The more triads two nodes share, the tighter there
connection is, and therefore they are more likely to be similar.
Based on this intuition, we propose to use Triadic Proximity
as a measurement of the tightness of the shared communities
between two nodes:
Definition 4 (Triadic Proximity): The triadic proximity of
nodes vi and vj is define as:
|T (vi, vj)|. (1)
, where T (vi, vj) is the set of shared triads for nodes vi and
vj .
Now we re-visit the concept of Network Community. In
reality, members in a greater group often form subgroups
based on hobbies, interests, education experience, geograph-
ical regions, etc. The citation network of scientific papers
has many communities that represent different research areas.
Furthermore, in the real world, a person joins in different
communities for different reasons, thus one can be affili-
ated to multiple communities and communities are therefore
overlapped. Naturally, we consider network community in the
embedding process. Assuming that every node in a network is
affiliated to zero or more communities, and the communities
can be overlapped, we use C = {C1, C2, ..., Cm} to denote the
community set for a network. Then we use the affiliations
matrix R ∈ Rn×m to indicate the affiliation relationships
between nodes and communities, where Rij = 1 if node vi is
a member of community Cj .
Though triadic proximity captures tight local circles in a
network, there still exists more structural information in the
global scale of a network to be preserved. That is, even two
nodes may not share any triads, the fact that they appear in
the same community indicates a certain level of similarity. To
reflect this aspect, we propose global community proximity:
Definition 5 ( Global Community Proximity): The global
community proximity of nodes vi and vj is define as:
|C(vi, vj)|. (2)
, where C(vi, vj) is the set of shared communities for nodes vi
and vj . The community structures can be discovered by many
existing methods such as Affinity Propagation or BIGCLAM
[39].
4In addition, not sharing any kind of communities does not
indicate that two nodes are completely unrelated. The neigh-
borhood proximity is also important to consider in network
embedding. Similar to many existing methods, we consider
co-occurrences in a randomly generated path on the network
an indicator of the neighborhood proximity:
Definition 6 (Neighborhood proximity): The
neighborhood proximity wij = 1 if there exists co-occurrence
for nodes vi and vj in a random walk, 0 otherwise.
In the next section we will give an elaborated description
for the proposed model framework, including the derivation
and use of these proximities as well as the formulation of
objectives and their optimization processes.
III. THE MODEL FRAMEWORK
The key motivation of the proposed model is to incor-
porate various levels of structural information of a network
to improve embedding quality. Shifting from the local end
to the global end of the spectrum in a network’s structural
information, we consider the three types of proximities: the
triadic proximity, the global community proximity, and the
neighborhood proximity. Here we formulate the objective
functions to preserve these proximities.
A. Triadic Proximity
Triadic proximity measures the number of triads two nodes
share. Higher triadic proximity not only indicates that two
nodes co-exist in tight communities, but further reflects their
shared interests and social circles could be many. To model
the triadic proximity, for each pair of nodes (vi, vj), first we
use ui and uj to represent their potential embedding vectors
respectively, and define their similarity as:
P1(vi, vj) = σ(−→uiT · −→uj), (3)
where σ(x) = 11+exp(−x) is the sigmoid function.
We know the empirical triadic proximity is the number of
triads vi and vj share, which can be represented in a triadic
proximity matrix T . We can calculate T as:
T = AA2. (4)
,where  is the element-wise product operator and A is the
adjacency matrix, and the vector Ai indicates the nodes which
vi can arrive in one step. Similarly, vector A2i measures the
number of paths through which vi can arrive at other nodes in
two steps. The element-wise product of A and A2 therefore
estimates the number of paths through which vi arrives at vj
in two steps while vi connects to vj directly, hence forming
a triad. To preserve this triadic proximity, we require that
P1 converge to T . Therefore, a straightforward method to
implement this idea is to minimize the distance between these
two distributions, as:
minimize d(Tij ,P1(vi, vj)) (5)
where d(, ) is a function to measure the distance between two
distributions. We then use the KL-divergence to measure the
distance between them. Omitting some constants, our final
objective should include the following objective function:
O1 = −
∑
i,j∈V
Tij logP1(vi, vj). (6)
B. Global Community Proximity
Global community proximity measures the similarity of
two nodes by considering their co-occurrences in the same
communities of large-scales. For a given network with com-
munity structures unknown, the first step is to detect its global
communities . As one may take part in multiple organizations
for different reasons in real life, we naturally assume the com-
munities are overlapping. Our framework support the use of
different community detection methods. For example, in BIG-
CLAM [39], the algorithm first initializes a node community
membership with a bipartite affiliation network that measures
the likelihood of whether a node belong to a community. Then
it assumes that one node has greater likelihood to connect
to other nodes which share more common communities with
it. Based on this intuition, the algorithm uses the matrix
F = {Fvicj} to measure the likelihood of the node vi belong
to the community cj . And it then measures the edge probability
between node vi and node vj as:
Peij = 1− exp(−
∑
ck∈C
FvickFvjck), (7)
where C = {c1, c2, ..., cm} is the set of all detected commu-
nities.
Using F ∈ Rn×m, where n is number of nodes and m is the
number of communities, we can then generate a new network
G′(V ′, E ′) and we expect G′ to be similar to the original
network G(V, E). We use the loss function D to estimate the
distance between G and G′ and also use f(·) = 1− exp(·) as
the activate function:
Fˆ = argmin
F
D(A, f(FFT )). (8)
BIGCLAM revises the NMF methods and uses matrix
factorization to solve this problem. By relaxing the objective
function, we obtain the equivalent definition, which means
that maximizing the likelihood L(F ) = logP (G|F ) of the
underlying G:
Fˆ = argmin
F
−L(F ) (9)
where
L(F ) =
∑
vi,vj∈E
log(1− exp(−FviFTvj ))−
∑
vi,vj /∈E
FviF
T
vj .
(10)
By optimizing this objective we obtain the communities.
After finding the communities in the network, we use
the affiliation relationships to force that nodes in the same
community have similar embeddings. To preserve such global
community proximity, we consider the nodes in the same
community c as the context for each other. Besides, as a
group nodes, a community is also considered as a entity,
and we assign a d-dimension vector −→ci as its feature vector.
Then we assume that a pair of node and community has a
5certain degree of relationship. Hence we measure the strength
of relationships between community ci and node vj by the
conditional probability of having nodes vj when given the
community and hence define the conditional probability of
having nodes vj when given the community ci:
P2(vj |ci) =
exp(
−→
u′j
T · −→ci )∑n
k=1 exp(
−→
u′kT · −→ci )
. (11)
It is natural that any node vj that belongs to a community tend
to have a similar embedding vector to ci. Therefore we use the
softmax function to construct the conditional probability of the
embedding vectors given its affiliated community embedding.
On the other hand we have obtained the community affiliations
as a matrix R from the community detection algorithm, now
we force P2(vj |ci) to satisfy R. Intuitively, when given a com-
munity ci, the “impact” of a node vj in the community can be
measured by the numbers of the vj’s neighbors which belong
to ci too. The more friends of vj in ci, the more committed
vj is to ci. To measure the degree of involvement, we define
the matrix S ∈ Rn×m as S = AR, where Sji estimates the
number of neighbors of vj that belong to community ci. Given
a community ci, we calculate the number of neighbors in this
community for each node and obtain the normalized wight
sumnk=1Ski . Then we can estimate the empirical conditional
probability which estimates the likelihood of vj belonging to
ci, as:
Pˆ2(vj |ci) = Sji∑n
k=1 Ski
, (12)
A higher probability indicates that the node is more likely
one of the members in community ci. The empirical condition
probability and embedding conditional probability essentially
measure the identical probability that one node belong to the
community from two angles. For a quality embedding, the
results should accurately measure the strength of relationship
between node and community similar to the empirical infer-
ence and the two distributions should be converge. Thus we
use the conditional KL-divergence to measure the distance
between two distributions and minimize their KL-divergence.
By omitting some constants, we arrive at:
O2 = −
∑
vj∈V,ci∈C
Sji logP2(vj |ci). (13)
O2 estimates the probability of nodes given a community.
On the other hand, we consider that given a node vj , its
community affiliations should be able to be inferred. Based
on the community embedding and node embedding, we can
obtain the conditional probability of each community given
node vj , as:
P3(ci|vj) = exp(
−→
c′i
T · −→uj)∑m
k=1 exp(
−→
c′kT · −→uj)
, (14)
where community ci ∈ C.
Furthermore, similar to Equation 12, the relationships be-
tween vj’s neighbors and each community can be incorporated
into the objective. If a node has many neighbors belong
to a community, the node itself is more likely belong to
the community too. We again can estimate the empirical
conditional probability for each community ci as:
Pˆ3(ci|vj) = Sji∑m
k=1 Sjk
. (15)
Similarly, after defining the embedding conditional probability
and the empirical probability, we can require the two probabil-
ity distributions to be similar, hence we obtain the embedding
objective function:
O3 = −
∑
vj∈V,ci∈C
Sji logP3(ci|vj). (16)
Objectives O2 and O3 simultaneously learn the community
embeddings and node embeddings by forcing similar com-
munities and nodes to have similar embeddings. To integrate
the objective functions, a new perspective can be introduced.
The more communities two nodes share, the more similar
they are, and therefore the more penalty they receive when
their embeddings diverge. Here we introduce matrix H =
RRT ∈ Rn×n with the assistance of the affiliation matrix
R obtained from community detection, where H measures
the empirical global community proximity and Hij indicates
the number of communities which node vi and vj share.
Similar to Equation 3, we apply the KL-divergence to force the
embedding probability distribution to approach the empirical
global community proximity. Then we can preserve the global
community by the following objective function:
O4 = −
∑
i,j∈V
Hij logP(vi|vj), (17)
where H = RRT . If one decides to use the community dis-
covery results from other algorithms, one can simply replace
R to the affiliation matrix discovered by other methods.
C. Neighborhood Proximity
In addition to the higher-order proximity which we dis-
cussed above, the neighborhood proximity holds vital infor-
mation for the capturing of local structures which greatly
complement triadic proximity. If two nodes are considered
neighbors, their neighborhood proximity can be estimated by
the empirical probability:
Pˆ4(vi, vj) = Wji∑n
k=1
∑n
s=1Wks
, (18)
where Wij = 1 if vi and vj are neighbors, and 0 otherwise.
Simultaneously, we can get the probability P4(vi, vj) from
the embedding vectors by applying dot product on vi and vj ,
similar to Equation 3. And by forcing P4(vi, vj) to converge
to Pˆ4(vi, vj) under KL-divergence, we have:
O5 = −
∑
(i,j)∈E
Wij logP4(vi, vj). (19)
Random walks are commonly used to measure local neigh-
borhood relationships, and node2vec [10] has discovered that
by biasing the random walk probabilities towards BFS and
DFS, the resulting walk paths seem to reveal local neighbor-
hood relationships more effectively than uniformly performed
6random walks. Here we use a similar strategy: by performing
random walks with two parameters to prioritize BFS or DFS,
we generate a series of walk paths. Any pair of nodes vi,
vj that co-occurred in the same random path and in the
same window (e.g a window of 5 steps) would be considered
neighbors and would therefore yield an 1 for the corresponding
wij .
D. The Final Objective
The effective representation of network nodes requires
preservation of structural information at multiple levels in the
network. By jointing considering the triadic proximity, the
global community proximity and the neighborhood proximity,
we have our final objective as:
O = −
n∑
i,j=1
(αTij + βHij +Wij) logP4(vi, vj), (20)
where α and β are two parameters to balance the weight of the
three proximities. By minimizing the objective function, we
can obtain the node embeddings. Details of the optimization
process will be elaborated in the next sub-section.
It can be proved that both DeepWalk and node2vec are
special cases of RUM: by setting both α and β to 0, the
only information Equation 20 will encode is the neighborhood
structure sampled by random walks, which makes RUM an
equivalence to DeepWalk. If we follow the sampling strategy
of controlling the random walks towards BFS or DFS, then
RUM is effectively identical to node2vec.
E. Model Optimization
Optimizing the objective function is computationally expen-
sive, where time complexity reaches n3. To improve speed and
scalability, inspired by the negative sampling method the NCE
training process [23], we define an optimization process by
stochastic gradient descent with NCE. Rather than calculating
the summation over the entire set of nodes, we sample a set
of positive and negative sample pairs to estimate the value of
P(vi, vj).
Positive samples include a pair of nodes vi and vj that are
similar based on the triadic proximity, the global community
proximity or the neighborhood proximity. And we use the
embedding probability formula to measure the probability of
co-occurrence of a positive pair:
Ppos(vi, vj) = σ(−→uiT · −→uj). (21)
Now the probability of a negative sample can be computed
as:
Pneg(vi, vk) = 1− Ppos(vi, vk) = σ(−−→uiT · −→uk). (22)
Each positive sample may have different strength of proximity,
so we define the value of proximity as weight of the positive
sample probability and set -1 as weight for the negative
samples. Specifically, we minimize the following objective:
Oˆ = −
K1∑
j=1
(αTij + βHij +Wij) log σ(
−→uiT · −→uj) (23)
−
K2∑
k=1
log σ(−−→uiT · −→uk),
Here a positive sample means there exists a linking edge,
or at least one shared community, or at least one shared
triad, for node pair vi and vj . Otherwise the sample is
considered a negative sample. K1 and K2 specify the numbers
of positive and negative samples perspectively. Consequently,
the time complexity for a training iteration is reduced to
O(K1+K2).We improve the sampling strategy to obtain better
embeddings by setting Pn(v) ∝ d
3
4
v where dv is the degree of
v [23].
We adopt stochastic gradient descent to optimize the final
objective function. Therefore the gradient for each positive
sample and negative sample to update is set as:
∂Oˆpos
∂−→ui = (αTij + βHij +Wij)σ(−
−→uiT · −→uj)−→uj (24)
∂Oˆpos
∂−→uj = (αTij + βHij +Wij)σ(−
−→uiT · −→uj)−→ui (25)
∂Oˆneg
∂−→ui = −σ(
−→uiT · −→uk)−→uk (26)
∂Oˆneg
∂−→uk = −σ(
−→uiT · −→uk)−→ui (27)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate RUM extensively. First we
perform two tasks, namely node classification and network
reconstruction, as a quantitative evaluation, then we show a
case study to analyze its embedding quality qualitatively.
TABLE I
DATASET STATISTICS
email-Eu-core CoRA CiteSeer BlogCatalog
|V| 1,005 2,708 3,312 10,312
|E| 25,571 57,884 4,715 333,983
Avg.degree 25.44 21.38 1.42 64.78
No.labels 42 7 6 39
A. Datasets
We use four datasets in our experiments:
• email-EU-core [41]: this dataset consists of a network
generated from email conversations from an European
research institution. Each email user has a corresponding
node in the network and if one user sends at least one
email to another, they are considered connected in the
network. The users belong to 41 departments in the
organization, which correspond to 41 different labels.
Email users from outside the institution are assigned
under the “others” class.
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Fig. 2. Node classification results on three datasets.
8• CoRA [38]: CoRA is a citation network that consists of 7
classes of papers, and each paper belongs to exactly one
class. A citation from a paper to another forms a directed
link between the two corresponding nodes.
• CiteSeer [33]: CiteSeer is also a citation network that has
6 classes.
• BlogCatalog [10]: BlogCatalog is constructed from the
social relationships from users on a blogger website.
Based on a user’s metadata, their interests are inferred
and are used as labels. In total there are 39 different labels
that correspond to user interests.
Statistics of the datasets are listed in Table I.
B. Evaluation Settings
We compare RUM with three existing methods:
• DeepWalk [23]: DeepWalk pioneered on using random
walks to generate node co-occurrences and use Skip-gram
to train embedding vectors. In this model, random walks
are performed uniformly.
• LINE [29]: LINE exploits the first and second-order
proximities of the network explicitly and optimizes the
embedding vectors towards a combination of the two.
Specifically, we use “LINE1” to represent the half of
the embedding vector that captures first-order proximity,
and “LINE2” for the part that captures second-order
proximity.
• node2vec [10]: node2vec is also a random walk-based
method which tweaks the sampling strategy of DeepWalk.
Instead of uniform random walks, node2vec controls the
random walk simulation process towards either BFS or
DFS.
For each method (including RUM), we train embeddings
of the same dimensionality (d = 128), and use two tasks
to evaluate the quality of the generated embedding vectors,
namely node classification and network reconstruction. For
both tasks we use the LogisticRegression implementation from
Python Scikit-learn1 with default parameters for the prediction.
For each method, we conduct a series of cross-validations
in which we gradually increase the training ratio from 10%
to 90%. To report empirical results, for each experiment, the
cross-validation process is repeated five times for each. Finally
the average results are reported.
The evaluation metric we use is the F1-score, namely
microF1 and macroF1.
F1 =
2(precision× recall)
precision+ recall
, (28)
where microF1 calculates the score globally by counting the
total true positives, false negatives and false positives, and
macroF1 calculates for each label, and finds their unweighted
mean.
As a framework, RUM can take the communities discovery
results from any algorithm. For simplicity, in the experiments,
RUM uses the clustering results from conventional clustering
1http://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html
methods (such as Affinity Propagation) as the preliminary
global community information, and generates the H matrix
in Equation 20 accordingly. We also simply set α = β = 1.0,
which means under such settings, the structural of low-level
information of triads, neighbors and high-level information
from global communities, are treated as equal parts. One can
tweak these parameters and settings flexibly to fit their need.
For example, one can use overlapping community detection
algorithms and set a higher β to emphasize the modeling of
wider but looser social relationships; or one can set a higher
α to force the model emphasize local structural information.
Next we evaluate RUM with the node classification task.
C. Node Classification
In this task we perform classification for the network nodes.
For citation networks CoRA and CiteSeer, label corresponds
to a research area or conference. For email-EU-core, labels
are the users departments. For each method and each dataset,
the embeddings of the same dimensionality (d=128) are the
input of the same LogisticRegression classifier, under default
settings. We run five repetitions of cross-validation, with each
repetition consisting of nine runs in which the train set ratio
increases from 10% to 90%. The results are illustrated in
Figure 2. Notice that because LINE’s performance shows a
large major disadvantage to the rest of the three methods, we
report it later in the full result in Table II.
We observe that by covering the full spectrum of struc-
tural information in the learning process, RUM is able to
consistently show competitive performance on all datasets we
evaluated under both microF1 and macroF1, and is able to
outperform DeepWalk and node2vec by a substantial margin
in most cases. Generally, RUM’s advantage climbs as the
training ratio increases, indicating that the model’s learning
ability scales with more information fed to it in the learning
process, and it is able to capture the network structures more
effectively.
In email-EU-core, we notice a 5% performance gain over
DeepWalk and node2vec as training set ratio increases, under
microF1 in Figure 2(a). Similar trend is observed in email-EU-
core under macroF1 in in Figure 2(e). On CoRA, it is evident
that RUM’s performance gain widens steadily, and reaches
84% microF1 at 90% training set ratio, compared to those
under 81% for both DeepWalk and node2vec, in Figure 2(d).
On CiteSeer (Figure 2(b)), We also see that the performance
gain is the highest (compared to the second-highest results)
when training set ratio reaches 90%, with RUM obtained 64%
microF1 and DeekWalk slightly lower than 61%.
A closer inspection on Figure 2 indicates that the proposed
RUM is rather robust on both the size and the density of the
network. For example, CiteSeer exhibits sparse connections
between nodes, where the average degree is less than two,
while email-EU-core shows denser links in the network. RUM
manages to perform well on both datasets. We argue that on
sparser networks, RUM captures the structural information
more through structural equivalence and high-level community
information, while on denser networks, RUM is also able to
capture the local tight circles and neighbors well too. Such
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FULL RESULTS ON NODE CLASSIFICATION
email-EU-core CoRA CiteSeer BlogCatalog
MicroF1 10% 50% 90 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90%
LINE1 0.52 0.73 0.743 0.529 0.658 0.669 0.378 0.455 0.472 0.344 0.4 0.412
LINE2 0.419 0.608 0.653 0.363 0.425 0.453 0.235 0.283 0.294 0.294 0.347 0.371
DeepWalk 0.573 0.717 0.737 0.761 0.810 0.805 0.534 0.604 0.608 0.344 0.376 0.381
node2vec 0.589 0.721 0.731 0.769 0.0.814 0.81 0.521 0.589 0.596 0.331 0.359 0.362
RUM 0.601 0.733 0.77 0.769 0.819 0.841 0.543 0.602 0.634 0.353 0.382 0.394
email-EU-core CoRA CiteSeer BlogCatalog
MacroF1 10% 50% 90 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90% 10% 50% 90%
LINE1 0.319 0.507 0.43 0.511 0.649 0.659 0.344 0.418 0.43 0.19 0.25 0.269
LINE2 0.232 0.406 0.381 0.272 0.375 0.403 0.196 0.237 0.249 0.145 0.208 0.226
DeepWalk 0.291 0.438 0.429 0.739 0.797 0.804 0.492 0.548 0.553 0.171 0.21 0.224
node2vec 0.282 0.455 0.422 0.756 0.816 0.818 0.473 0.553 0.545 0.153 0.181 0.194
RUM 0.306 0.461 0.467 0.756 0.799 0.833 0.491 0.545 0.568 0.179 0.212 0.229
flexibility introduced by the designed full coverage of multi-
level structures is one of RUM’s biggest advantages.
The full results including BlogCatalog and LINE’s empirical
results are given in Table II. For each dataset and each
training set ratio, we highlight the winning performance in
blue text. The results show that RUM consistently achieves
the best result under the same setting except for a few cases
on BlogCatalog where LINE1 gives better results. However,
notice that on all other dataset, LINE1’s performance is far
worse than RUM. For example, in email-EU-core, CoRA
and CiteSeer, RUM outperforms LINE1 by up to 19%, 44%
and 44% perspectively. Overall RUM is the most competitive
method in all methods evaluations.
Next we present the results on network reconstruction.
D. Network Reconstruction
In this task we test the embedding quality by reconstructing
a network from the learned embeddings. Specifically, first we
train the network representation with RUM, and them use
all the embeddings as nodes for a new network. By now
all the edge information is absent. We then generate a new
affinity matrix by calculating the Euclidean distance between
each node from scratch. Finally for a node vi in the original
network, we predict |{eij}| links in the new network from
the smallest |{eij}| neighbors in the new affinity matrix, and
evaluate the results with Mean Average Precision (MAP). The
results are reported in Table III:
TABLE III
MAP FOR NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION ON FOUR DATASETS
email-Eu-core CoRA CiteSeer BlogCatalog
LINE1 0.666 0.812 0.818 0.473
DeepWalk 0.14 0.6 0.56 0.12
node2vec 0.14 0.56 0.52 0.09
RUM 0.16 0.7 0.58 0.133
Since LINE1’s mechanism focuses primarily and solely
on preserving the first order proximity, a.k.a. direct links,
the embedding’s goal is to approximate the original affinity
matrix. This gives LINE1 substantial advantage for network
reconstruction where the objective is to reconstruct the affinity
matrix. We mark its results as bold text. Therefore we mainly
compare the results with other random walk-based methods,
and for each dataset mark the best result in blue. It is evident
that RUM consistently outperforms DeepWalk and node2vec
by a considerable margin: for email-EU-core, CoRA, CiteSeer
and BlogCatalog, RUM’s MAP takes lead by 0.02, 0.1, 0.02
and 0.013, marking improvements by 14.3%, 16.7%, 3.6%,
and 10.8% perspectively. This shows that as a framework
that aims to preserve the full structural information, RUM
indeed captures the local relationships effectively, and also
benefits from its neighborhood/community information in the
reconstruction process.
E. Case Study
We present an interesting case study. Here we use the Les
Mise´rables network 2, a network that is formed by connecting
the novel characters by co-appearances. The story consists
of 77 characters, and unique 254 pairs of them appeared in
the same context, forming a network of 77 nodes and 254
edges. To show how differently our model work with existing
methods, we first run our embedding model and generate a 16-
dimensional feature vector for each of the nodes, and then run
t-SNE [19] to further reduce its dimensionality to two, and use
the 2-d vectors as coordinates to depict the network structure.
For comparison, we also demonstrate the visualization on the
original co-appearance network and on the representations
learned by node2vec [10] (16-d embedding vectors), which is
a widely known embedding method developed in recent year.
A comparative visualization of is shown in Figure 3. Figures
3(a), 3(b), 3(c) show the t-SNE visualization based on 2-d t-
SNE embeddings, generated from the original affinity matrix,
the node2vec embedding vectors, the RUM embedding vectors
perspectively. Figures 3(d), 3(e), 3(f) illustrate the results of
Affinity Propagation clustering on affinity matrix, node2vec
and RUM perspectively. The color on the nodes is determined
by its cluster label.
Here we have two observations. Firstly, when transformed
to a low dimensional space, RUM embeddings are more easily
2http://moreno.ss.uci.edu/data.html#lesmis
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(a) t-SNE on Affinity Matrix (b) t-SNE on node2vec Embeddings (c) t-SNE on RUM Embeddings
(d) Affinity Propagation on Affinity Matrix (e) Affinity Propagation on node2vec Embeddings (f) Affinity Propagation on RUM Embeddings
Fig. 3. Visualization of the Les Mise´rables network.
separable, indicating that the structural information has been
captured successfully by the RUM network representations.
Secondly, zooming in on the clusters, we can see that the
red, purple, yellow and green clusters demonstrate high level
of homophily, while the blue cluster shows strong property
of structural equivalence, i.e. though the blue nodes are not
as tightly connected internally as its purple counterpart, it
members do play the same role as a “hub” for other clusters.
For example, both the two blue nodes at bottom left are
connected directly to the same nodes in the purple and black
clusters; while blue nodes at upper right receive connections
from the purple and green clusters. It is evident that RUM
generates very high quality representations.
V. RELATED WORK
Proposed in the early 2000s, Network Representation Learn-
ing (NRL) has attracted much research effort in recent years.
Some earlier work [26], [30], [1] such as Local Linear
Embedding (LLE)[26], IsoMA [30] and Laplacian Eigenma
[1] pioneered on the learning of low-dimension representation
for graph nodes rather than sparse adjacent vector which
requires more storage space and computing resources. These
approaches make use of the linear transformations and embed
the graph by solving the eigen problem of the adjacency
matrix, Laplacian matrix, node transition probability matrix or
other affinity matrix which represent the connection between
nodes. The idea behind these methods is that if two nodes are
connected, their embedding vectors should also be similar in
the latent embedding space.
The idea of network embedding gained attention in many
research areas. In nature language processing, Word2vec [20],
the widely recognized word embedding method, is developed
in 2013 by Google. Word2vec learns vectors to keep words
that have same context in close distances in the embedding
space. It employs the skip-gram model to improve the training
performance. Inspired by Word2vec, Perozzi et al proposed
DeepWalk [23] for graph embedding, by uniform sampling
rand walks in graphs to transform the graph structure into
linear sequences of nodes, which are subsequently treated
as sentences in language models and fed to the Skip-gram
model to learn the graph embedding. As DeepWalk generates
walks randomly, node2vec [10] modifies the way of generating
sequences and introduces two parameters to control random
walk strategies between Breedth First Sampling (BFS) sam-
pling and Depth First Sampling (DFS) . LINE [29] is the first
algorithm to define an explicit objective function to preserve
both first-order and second-order proximities between vertices.
By introducing specific proximities that capture these graph
properties, LINE achieved better performance. Inspired by the
idea of exploiting multiple orders of proximity, GraRep [2]
defines higher-order proximities and factorizes different k-
order proximity matrices to obtain embedding vectors. Though
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GraRep suffers heavily from high computational costs, it
achieves better performance on predictive tasks such as node
classification. Its performance in empirical evaluation proves
that preserving higher proximity indeed contributes better
network embedding.In network embedding, random walk is
widely accepted and [24] applies random walks to embed
graph nodes for network classification. [9] summarized some
exiting graph techniques,applications and performance, laiding
the foundation for the follow-up study.
In 2014, Levy and Goldberg proved that DeepWalk implic-
itly factorizes a matrix based on the node-node co-occurrence
relationships [13]. Many have pointed out that some methods
[29], [23] only concentrate on first order and second order
proximity, which is only based on local information. Oth-
ers [27], [2] have noticed that higher proximity should be
considered to improve embedding quality. Yang, et al. [38]
designed a unified framework to cover these methods and
promote the Network Embedding Updata (NEU) algorithm.
NEU found a fast way to achieve high-proximity information
on the simulation and improved existing network embedding
algorithms. Similar to NEU, Chen, et al. [5] have introduced
a fast, warped graph embedding method and also designed
a unifying framework to summarize the state-of-art methods.
Meanwhile, some researchers [31], [40], [35], [22], [42], [3]
promoted deep learning-based methods to improve network
embedding. Meanwhile, there is research effort [25], [18]
focusing on network property and trying to understand the
network more thoroughly. For example, [4] specifically ana-
lyzes the similarity of nodes in networks.
Studies on high-order proximities have also encouraged
the use of macroscopic information such as community in
networks. [39] finds an overlapping community detection
method which is scalable to large networks. In 2016, zheng,
et al. [43] proposed an algorithm from node embedding to
community embedding, by introducing the concept of com-
munity in addition to nodes. The method jointly optimizes the
node embedding and the community embedding, so that node
embeddings also preserve the community structures. Similarly,
[33] also introduced the community structures to network
embedding and showed that community structures capture
vital global structural patterns. They proposed a method
called Community-enhanced Network Representation Learn-
ing (CNRL) and obtained more informative representation
with community information. Another network embedding
method that considers the community structure is the Com-
munity Preserving Network Embedding [36] method, which
utilizes the M-NMF model to incorporate the community
structure into network embeddings. By jointly considering
community structures and the first/second-order proximity,
CPNE achieves competitive performance on network em-
bedding and community detection. Our method also embeds
network nodes with the assistance of community structures. A
major difference between our approach and existing methods
is that existing methods tend to embed network nodes and
find community structures simultaneously, while our method
focuses on improving NRL quality by incorporating commu-
nity information and other information that reside in multiple
levels in a network.
Compared to the algorithms above, most of which only
investigate network structure, there are some novel trend
forming up [6], [37], [17], [15], [37], [34], [32], by considering
other information in network to obtain better embeddings. [21]
showed that addition information besides network structures is
also important. TAD [37] incorporates text features of vertices
into network representation learning. [32] proposed Context
Aware Network Embedding(CANE) to model the semantic
relationships more precisely by treating different neighbors
with different reasons. TransNet [34] utilizes rich semantic
information on edges and regard the interactions between
nodes as translation operation to conduct network embedding.
Meanwhile, some research [14], [16] apply the idea of semi-
supervised to utilize inferred label information.
Except a few embedding methods that focus on homo-
geneous network, there are research effort [11], [28], [8],
[7] on heterogeneous network embedding. Predictive Text
Embedding (PTE [28] is a classic method which employs
the semi-supervised idea to improve the network embedding
and applies the embedding method to heterogeneous net-
work. Metapath2vec [8] also develops scalable representation
learning for heterogeneous network, formalizing meta-path-
based random walks and leveraging a heterogeneous skip-gram
model. Yuxin Chen proposed HIN [7] that carries out network
embedding with both local and global information.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a power and flexible model framework called
RUM, for network representation by learning multiple layers
of structural information in a network. RUM jointly considers
three proximities, namely the triadic proximity, the global
community proximity, and the neighborhood proximity. In
other words, RUM is able to capture the finest details in the
local relationships, while also keeping tracking of the larger
groups of the global scale. RUM’s learning strategy therefore
covers the entire structural information spectrum of a network.
The framework is also flexible and can take advantage of
any newly developed community discovery algorithms and
use them to improve the quality of network representations.
In empirical evaluation, RUM has demonstrated advantages
over state-of-the-art methods. In future we aim to improve
the scalability of the framework, by parallelization and other
optimizations to the current framework.
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